
 

Title: University College Cork commissions the upgrade of the 8-lane track at famous 
Mardyke Athletics Arena with Sports Labs help. 

The Mardyke track suffered a damaging flood in 2011, which cause severe delamination in the 
track, which was rendered unusable. Around this time UCC had plans to upgrade the Leisure 
Centre main building, this work encroached on the home straight. The decision was therefore 
taken to close the track and proceed with the building works. The net result was a planned 
resurfacing of the track.  

There are always issues with the refurbishment of 
existing tracks, this one was made more difficult due to 
the damage done to the home straight by the building 
works. Cork as a City has it's own microclimate which is 
very wet. Not a good thing when laying polymeric 
materials! The issue of timeline therefore is always in 
the back of ones mind when laying any synthetic 
surface there. The package of works included the 
installation of fencing, new floodlights, macadam works 
and polymeric track works. Sports Labs had virtual full 

time supervision on this contract due to the nature of the works and expertise available to carry 
out the works locally. UCC’s team on hand worked well with Sports Labs and the Contractor to 
deliver this track to the highest quality in 
challenging conditions. 

The weather contrived to interfere with the 
programme of works therefore we did experience 
delays to hand over however in an effort to get a 
top quality job great care was taken to avoid laying 
operations during inclement weather (which in 
Cork is frequent!). 

The Porplastic track system was checked against 
IAAF standards and received a clean bill of health 
and now UCC have their track back and in use! A grand job, as they would say in Ireland! 
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